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Chicken Alabama

R A N C H  C R U S T E D  C H I C K E N  B R E A S T ,  A L A B A M A  D I P P I N G  S A U C E ,

O V E N  R O A S T  P O T A T O E S  W E D G E S ,  A N D  R O A S T E D  B R O C C O L I .

 

Chicken Breast 

Fat Sparrow Foods Kool Ranch 

Fat Sparrow Foods Gringo Spice 

Mayonnaise 

Cider Vinegar 

Garlic 

Lemon 

Yukon Gold Potatoes 

Broccoli Florets 

Butter 

Parchment Paper

COOKING TIME:  0 H 45 M

Baking Sheet 

Medium Pot with a Lid 

Cutting Board 

Knife 

Tongs 

Medium Sized Bowl 

WHAT'S IN YOUR MEAL KIT?

PREHEAT OVEN:  375*F

RECIPE OVERVIEW. READ ME FIRST!

All our Meal Kits are prepared fresh to order
from locally sourced ingredients 

SKILL LEVEL: APPRENTICE

BY FOOD LOVERS,

FOR FOOD LOVERS

Easy peasy, lemon squeezy! 

This recipe is not only a BIG TIME FAMILY PLEASER but it’s also dead easy
and mostly a “set it and forget it” ONE PAN WONDER! 

Okay, I’m done yelling in caps lock, but you may just be emailing me shortly
with a caps lock review of your own once you see those happy faces
around the table. 

Keys to this recipe are simple. Don’t skimp out on the butter and ranch
powder when coating the chicken - this stuff is absolutely killer. 

The other key, when parboiling your potatoes, is to cook them to the point-
of-doneness where the edges of the potatoes are starting to break down
and look soft. Then, carefully drain them using the lid to pour off the
cooking water and allow the potatoes to steam inside the pot. This will
help the potatoes steam off any excess water leaving lots of room for our
seasoning and cooking oil leading to really crispy and fluffy wedges! 

Outside of all that, get your chicken cooked just right to make sure it's nice
and juicy. A cooking thermometer is never a bad idea for even the most
“seasoned” Food Lover. Enjoy! 

-Chef Nick

fatsparrowgroup.com



Chicken: Melt the butter in a saucepan of the microwave and coat
the chicken in the butter and enough Fat Sparrow Kool Ranch powder
to coat the chicken thoroughly.

Garlic: Using the flat of your knife and a heavy thump from the palm
of your hand, crush the garlic, further chop and set aside.

Broccoli: Toss with olive oil to coat and season with Fat Sparrow Kool
Ranch and Fat Sparrow Gringo Spice, set aside but toss every ten
minutes or so to work the seasoning into the broccoli. 

Potatoes: Cut into wedges, leaving the skin on, wash the cut potatoes
in cold water and allow to soak until needed. 

Lemon: Juice the lemon.

Cooking tip*

READY TO COOK

Begin by placing the seasoned chicken breasts on a baking sheet lined

with parchment paper and place that in the oven to cook. We will flip the

chicken twice throughout the cooking process, every 10 minutes or so. 

Place the cut potatoes into a pot of salted cold water and set to high

heat. Allow the water to come to a boil and reduce to a simmer. When

the potatoes are fork tender and the edges are beginning to soften,

strain the potatoes and allow them to steam dry for a few minutes. Once

the potatoes have steamed off, add enough olive oil to coat the potatoes

well and season with Gringo Spice and salt. At this point, the chicken will

be partially cooked. Flip the chicken and add the potatoes to the baking

sheet and return to the oven. 

After 10-15 minutes, flip the chicken once more. Turn the potatoes to get

as many crispy edges as possible. Add the broccoli to the pan and return

the pan one last time to the oven. This time, turn the heat up to 425* F

and set a timer for 10 minutes. 

MISE EN PLACE French for "put in place" a term chefs use to describe prep we do before turnin on the gas

We are grateful to work with local producers when possible to ensure 
all our meals are prepared with the freshest ingredients. 

 

Thank you for letting us be a part of your meal experienec tonight. 
We are excited for you to visit us again soon!

fatsparrowgroup.com

In the meantime, make the Alabama sauce by combining the mayonnaise,

lemon juice, vinegar, chopped garlic, a dash of Kool Ranch powder and

salt. Mix well and set aside. 

Remove the baking sheet from the oven and let the chicken rest a few

minutes before slicing and enjoy! That sauce goes fast in my household so

set aside your portion before it disappears!!! 


